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I. Editorial

(The Editor wishes to acknowledge that sevem1 typographicit enors .and omissions were found in the first appeanmce of Dr.
Richard B. Woodbury's editorial. The Editor wishes to express his apologies fm- the errors and omissions and publishes again Dr.
Woodbmy's entire editMal so that the reader might have the benefit the corrections made.)
There are many sources easily available to Ihose interested in uncovering parts of archaeology's past They range from the factual
chronicle (as in Glyn Daniel's A Hundred Years 0/Archaeology), the personal essay. reminiscing about one's colleagues (as in .
GOlden R. Willey's Po,.traits in American Archaeology ), the analysis of ideas and theory (as in Bruce G. Trigger's survey of.
centuries in his A History ofArchaeological Thought m- Paul Corbin's Binford-bashing (iolG[ aIial in What is Arc�ology?, the
romp through the deceptions and follies that have committed in archaeology's name (as in Stephen WUliams' Fantastic Archaeol
ogy and, years ago, Robert Wauchope's Lost Tribes and Sunken Continents to the Jandmark publications of archaeology's earlier
years (such as Squier and navis' Ancient Monume1lt3 of IM Mississippi Valley or lohn Aubrey's MolllUnt!lIIa Brititmnica. For a
more persona1 approach (archaeology is done by people, after all), tbeze are a wealth of biographies and autobiographies. A few
oC my favorites among those who have written about themselves and their work are the books by·O.O.S. Crawford, Max
MalIowan, Samuel Noah Kramer, J.Eric S. Thompson, and Mortimer Wheeler (what a varied group of people!). There are also
many excellent biographies. such as those of Malt Uhle by lohn H. Rowe, AuguslUs and Alice LePlongeon by Lawrence O.
Desmond, and PbylHs M. Messenger, and Pitt Rivers by Made Bowden, to mention only a few. All of these offer views into
archaeology's history that: are available in no other way.

In an altogether different class are the voluminous fdes, archives, letters, and other records that are in large pan always will be
unpublished. Often they are not easily available (sometimes even their existence is unknown) and using them can be difficult and
discouraging, but loo1dng into them can be immensely rewarding. Fmal1y, one important approach to looking at the past has
hardly been tapped by archacologists-.-mll history, wbetber transcribed and put into print or offered in its visua1 format, as in the
infonnative enterta,ining dialogue between WiIliam Haag and George Quimby on federal archaeology during the Great Depres
sion ("Bring the Past A1ivej. These are all resourees that those interested in digging into archaeology's past will be using more
and more often in the years ahead.
But why bother to look back at all? There is natmal curiosity, of course. but more importantly. there is the circumstance that if,·

you don't know where you've been it's hard to know where you are and how you got there. And not knowing where you are
makes it hard to decide where you want to go next and how to get there. Thomas Hobbes observed in the 11th
century that ..Out
.
of OlD' conception of the past we make the future."

,We can admire, scoff at. puzzle over, or .marvel at our predecessors' efforts. but we can also learn from their mistakes and profit
from their succ:esses. Archaeology, in both its humanistic and scientific aspects, is cumulative, though it's progress is often
meandering, sometimes up blind alleys or in pursuit of chimeras. Thomas Kuhn would probably agree that archaeology had bad
at least as many pratfalls as paradigms.

It has become commonplace that: the social, economic, and political environments in which past (and relatively recent) 8rchaeo
logical endeavors have taken place is exttemely relevant to our evaluating, using, or discarding their results. Every archaeologist
has had an ideological agenda, often umealized or unadmitted and varying widely from that of others (compare, for example, the
appro8ch ofMarieu.e in Egypt with tbatofl»eUie a few decades later). It is worth discovering these agendas, not just as intriguing.
reflections of changing scholarly and social climates but for the effects they've had on each archaeologist's research approach and
published conclusions.
Every generation rewrites, as it should, its history of the past in new tenns that replace the "errors" of th e past. But these dis
carded ideas and interpretations are worth remembering, preserving in our records of our discipline's past, and pondering when
ever· we feel so sure that: now. at last, we undelStand everything better than ever before. As James Judge has commented, "We are
goesrs of the past, and as guests, we must treat our host with respect"
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